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Coronavirus Act 2020: Emergency legislation 
and its business implications 

On 25 March 2020, the Coronavirus Bill 2019-21 (HC Bill 122) completed its progress through the House 

of Lords and received Royal Assent to become law.  The provisions of the Coronavirus Act 2020 (the 

“Act”) are wide-ranging and give the government and other public bodies a number of powers to act in 

response to the developing COVID-19 pandemic.  A range of significant measures were introduced that 

cut-across and relate to key areas of employment, real estate, transport, logistics, corporations, court 

procedures and police powers, among many others.  The business and legal implications of the Act are 

therefore significant and will be of particular interest to businesses and companies at this time. 

The main aims of the Act are to provide new powers to government to slow the spread of the virus, 

reduce the resourcing and administrative burden on public bodies and limit the potential and realised 

shortages on the delivery of public services in the UK.  The Act enables a number of more generalised 

powers including: 

(i) new provisions to facilitate emergency volunteering to mitigate NHS staff shortages, the 

registration of recently retired healthcare professionals and the suspension of working hour 

restrictions1; 

(ii) the power to suspend port operations if shortages in UK Border Force staff lead to a lack of 

resources to secure the borders2; 

(iii) ministerial powers to require the temporary closure of schools or registered childcare providers 

with directions to limit particular people or areas of a premise3; and 

(iv) the ability for ministers to make regulations to allow employers to reclaim the cost of statutory sick 

pay (“SSP”) from HMRC in respect of COVID-19-related work absences.  Importantly, the Act 

provides that SSP will be payable from day one of sickness rather than day four.4 

                                                      

1  Sections 2-9 of the Act. 
2  Section 50 of the Act.  The powers under this section are provided to the Secretary of State to direct a port 

operator to suspend relevant operations, either partially or wholly, to maintain adequate border security.  
3  Section 37-38 of the Act. 
4  Section 39-44 of the Act.  The current SSP system does not provide the necessary flexibility required to 

adequately respond to managing the effects of a COVID-19 pandemic.  Given the anticipated financial burden on 
employers through significant increases in SSP costs, the legislative changes are a vital measure to provide 
much needed relief to employers (particularly those operating as either small or medium-sized enterprises).  
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A number of provisions in the Act became effective immediately upon Royal Assent (such as the 

emergency registration of health professionals), whilst others will only take effect when a UK government 

minister makes a regulation ‘switching them on’ (such as those relating to emergency volunteers5 or the 

temporary closure of schools).  The majority of the Act will automatically cease in two years, although 

Parliament will maintain an ability to review and vote on the continued operation of the Act’s temporary 

provisions every six months. 

The Act has the ability to significantly impact commercial businesses and companies in a variety of ways.  

Section 52 of the Act has important implications for companies, with powers to restrict or prohibit public 

gatherings and events, and the power to close or restrict access to premises.  A minister can only use this 

power if he or she has made an official declaration that the virus constitutes a “serious and imminent” 

threat to public health and using the power would help control transmission of the virus.  This has far-

reaching consequences for many businesses, particularly those in the hospitality and leisure sectors, as 

restrictions on restaurants, hotels and entertainment venues are now legally enforceable. 

Crucially, this has far-reaching consequences for all businesses more generally as it impacts upon 

corporate governance meetings and annual general meetings (“AGMs”) considered to be large gatherings 

of people that may aid the spread of the virus.  As public companies must hold an AGM within six months 

of the end of the relevant financial year and, given the legal uncertainties over the validity of virtual-only 

meetings, the potential disruption to governance meetings remains unprecedented.  When combined with 

the limitations on travel and the necessity for quorate meetings, the Act now places a greater demand 

and foresight on boards and companies to explore enhanced logistics for decision-making going forward.  

For example, this could lead to a greater uptake in hybrid AGMs in which an AGM notice could enable 

shareholders to attend electronically, without the need to be physically present.  Additionally, for 

corporate notices already sent out for physical-only meetings, companies may need to consider additional 

notices or regulatory news service (RNS) announcements ahead of time to confirm alternative measures.  

In light of these implications, corporate decision-making will require greater flexibility and new forms of 

planning at this time. 

Section 25 to 29 of the Act is another important consideration for business which requires food suppliers 

and retailers to provide information relating to their food supply chains.  Given the high level of integration 

across supply chains and commercial operations that typically intersect cross-border, the ability to 

promptly assess obligations under customer contracts and communicate disruptions is more important 

than ever.  The Act provides powers to government to demand information on whether the supply chain is 

being disrupted (or at risk of being disrupted)6.  The range of entities impacted by this power is wide-

ranging, catching suppliers at every point along the supply chain before the product reaches the 

consumer.  For example, all business sectors from large-scale retailers and supermarkets, multinational 

logistics firms and even transportation companies could be caught.  A failure to comply may result in a 

                                                      

5  The Act enables relevant local authorities to maximise the pool of volunteers that they can utilise to fill capacity 
gaps and safeguard essential services. 

6  The UK Government’s response to food supply disruptions will rely on information being provided to the 
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) and devolved administrations.  A key requirement 
for this provision of the Act will require the use of a Data Sharing Protocol with food retailers to regularly gather 
information for a combined UK Government-led industry response.  Whilst ongoing collaboration remains on a 
voluntary basis for the time being, the new UK Government powers allow the UK Government to demand 
compliance in an event that voluntary requests for information are refused, particularly if the likelihood of food 
shortages increases. 
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financial penalty, and it is up to each business to consider specific actions and early-stage planning to 

avoid breaching the Act.  This could include forms of enhanced market intelligence, monitoring non-

deliveries and greater scrutiny around requests to change payment terms.  Members of the firm have also 

seen a number of requests to consider the service of force majeure and release notices in certain 

situations.  It is therefore critical for clients to consider prudent measures and contractual safeguards to 

protect against downside risk in a rapidly changing supplier market. 

Key implications for real estate 

Section 82 of the Act contains provisions imposing a statutory moratorium preventing landlords of 

commercial premises from exercising rights of re-entry or forfeiture for non-payment of rent.  The 

moratorium period is now running for a period running to 30 June 2020, subject to one permitted 

extension by statutory instrument. 

The immediate impact of this aspect of the Act has been illustrated by the behaviour of commercial 

tenants in relation to rents due on the March quarter day, March 25th.  Well-publicised examples include 

Primark, the major fashion retailer with around 189 stores in the UK, refusing to pay any of the rent due, 

and Frasers Group (Sports Direct, Debenhams, Jack Wills) and Arcadia (Topshop) seeking a rent 

reduction of 50% for the whole of the pandemic period. 

A stark illustration of the impact of this tenant behaviour on landlords was shown with Intu reporting that 

only 29% of the rent receivable on March 25th was actually paid (compared to 77% on the same date last 

year), and British Land electing to grant rent holidays to smaller tenant operators and permit tenants to 

defer rents due over the six rent quarters commencing in September 2020.  We have seen Blackstone 

announce similar measures today too. 

This enormous and immediate drop in income will place huge pressure on landlords to service interest 

payments due on debt secured against such commercial property.  Intu for example issued a plea to its 

lenders to act “sensibly” in exercising remedies available to them for non-payment.  The Financial 

Conduct Authority has issued a similar request to lenders as a whole. 

As opposed to owners of residential property, commercial property landlords have been offered no 

statutory protection under the Act for their failure to meet responsibilities under the terms of their debt 

arrangements, and the industry will be watching closely as to whether further legislation will be 

forthcoming to deal with this issue 

Whilst the UK government has rightly prioritised the protection of tenants to help allow them to retain as 

many employees as possible, it is also important that the interests of owners and lenders are also 

considered carefully to ensure that the real estate industry can return to fully functioning state as quickly 

as possible when the impact of COVID-19 hopefully subsides. 

Key implications for litigation 

Sections 53 to 57 and Schedules 23 to 25 of the Act contain provisions relating to the use of video and 

audio technology in the English courts.  Although these provisions largely focus on criminal proceedings, 

similar provisions have been adopted by the civil courts to address the unique and novel issues raised by 

COVID-19. 

Where criminal proceedings are concerned, the provisions of the Act, importantly, permit a judge in a 

criminal case to order that a person attend by video link, and make it clear that a person will be treated as 
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having attended such proceedings if they attend by video link.  The provisions in the Act relating to 

criminal proceedings reflect those adopted by the civil courts in relation to civil proceedings before the 

Business and Property Courts of England and Wales (the “BPTC”), to a great extent.  The BPTC has 

adopted a protocol dealing specifically with remote hearings, whereby the norm is that short, interlocutory 

or non-witness hearings should be dealt with remotely.  This is a change to the ordinary position, whereby 

remote (or videolink) hearings are the exception as opposed to the norm.  It is, however, entirely 

warranted in the current unprecedented circumstances with the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Clearly, the move towards remote hearings in both the civil and criminal contexts (probably more so in the 

latter) is likely to require some getting used to.  However, at least in the civil courts, many of the more 

modern courts now have videolink facilities as standard, and this experience of videolink technology will 

almost invariably be shared with the criminal courts. 

The other major aspect of the Act relates to the principle of open justice.  In England and Wales (as with 

most jurisdictions), the vast majority of proceedings are held in public.  Although certain types of 

proceedings or subject matters are adjudicated upon in private (family proceedings, proceedings relating 

to national security and urgent ex parte applications, for example), these are very much the exception and 

not the rule.  The difficulty with the COVID-19 pandemic is that a packed courtroom is likely to spread the 

virus, as opposed to stemming its spread.  The Act makes provision for this novel situation, by permitting 

a court (whether civil or criminal) to direct that the proceedings be broadcast, while at the same time 

maintaining that it is an offence to record the proceedings.  Once again, this will take some getting used 

to.  However, proceedings in the Supreme Court are routinely broadcast live, and members of this firm 

have substantial experience of broadcasting the entirety of proceedings (including an eight-week trial) to 

parties situated abroad. 

Similar legislation has also been passed in other countries around the world, most notably the US, where 

the Senate has approved a $2 trillion-dollar stimulus package through the disaster aid bill this week.  The 

historic US stimulus measures remain subject to House consideration, but provide a wider spectrum of 

investment support than under the Coronavirus Act 2020 in the UK.  The key elements of the US relief 

package focus on (to a greater degree) individual and domestic support, including $250 billion set aside 

for direct payments to individuals and families, $350 billion in small business loans and $500 billion in 

loans for distressed companies.  In contrast, the Coronavirus Act 2020 seeks to prevent and restrict 

people and businesses rather than solely using financial aid proposed in the pending US disaster aid bill.  

The UK government is addressing financial aid and business reliefs through other legislation and powers 

as outlined by the Chancellor of the Exchequer in recent days.  As both legislative measures ultimately 

seek to manage the effects of the outbreak, it will be insightful to monitor the success of each approach to 

the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Overall, it remains to be seen how the new powers under the Coronavirus Act 2020 will be implemented 

and used to maximise their effectiveness against the COVID-19 pandemic.  It must be recognised that the 

legislative measures under the new Act (and those seen in other jurisdictions, such as the US) cannot 

operate in a vacuum: the protection of public health will equally impact businesses and operations in 

different ways (for better and worse).  Both planning and flexibility must remain the key constants for 

businesses as the legal and commercial landscape continues to evolve.  It is important to remain 

receptive to new forms of emergency legislation, their potential benefits and likely impacts, as legislative 

change and new measures will become the new normal at this time. 
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* * * 

Please note that a number of additional provisions will be brought into force by separate regulations and 

we will continue to provide key legal updates as the landscape evolves.  In the meantime, we continue to 

monitor the ongoing UK government response to the COVID-19 pandemic.  If you have any specific 

questions, please reach out to your usual Fried Frank contact or the Coronavirus Task Force 

(CoronavirusTaskForce@friedfrank.com). 
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